CHEMTURA
ACCELERATING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
COMPANY-WIDE PROCESSES

QUICK FACTS
Industries
Chemicals, consumer products
Revenue
US$3.5 billion (2008)
Employees
4,600
Principal Executive Offices
Middlebury, Connecticut
Web Site
www.chemtura.com
SAP® Solutions and Services
Upgrading to the SAP® ERP application
using SAP Best Practices for Chemicals
and SAP Best Practices for Consumer
Products packages
Implementation Partner
Yash Technologies

Chemtura Corporation, a global
manufacturer and marketer of specialty chemical, crop protection, and
pool, spa, and home care products,
upgraded its two versions of SAP®
software to a single instance of the
SAP ERP application. By using SAP
Best Practices packages to deliver
most of its business processes,
Chemtura achieved a very stable
implementation for its chemicals
business unit.

SAP Business Transformation Study
Chemicals, Consumer Products

Key Challenges
• Upgrade 2 outdated versions of SAP® software to a single instance of the SAP ERP
application
• Save implementation time and effort
• Focus on the most important, nonroutine
implementation issues
• Avoid process ownership conflicts between
business units
• Provide a stable, reliable software
environment

Why SAP Best Practices Was Selected
• Proven, reliable business processes with no
rework required
• Ability to simplify and shorten
implementation
• Consistency across the company
• Easier change management
• Visibility into business process gaps

Implementation Best Practices
• Began with the SAP Best Practices Baseline package, then the SAP Best Practices
for Chemicals package, then the SAP Best
Practices for Consumer Products package
• Employed localizations for the United
States, Germany, France, Italy, and India
• Finished by identifying remaining gaps
(20%) and tailoring processes for them
• Enjoyed strong executive sponsorship
• Received excellent support from SAP

Low Total Cost of Ownership
• Completed chemicals business unit implementation on time and within budget
• Achieved consistent, reliable, highly supportable, single-instance implementation
• Minimized customization
• Reduced headcount requirements in IT

Financial and Strategic Beneﬁts
• Saved 4 to 5 months of implementation
time
• Implemented 80% of business processes
without the need for extensive meetings,
workshops, configuration development, or
testing
• Achieved visibility into overlooked process
areas
• Avoided process ownership debates
between business units
• Simplified change management
• Established basis for continual process
improvement

Operational Beneﬁts
Key Performance Indicator

Impact

SAP Best Practices applicability
in customer care and order entry

80%

SAP Best Practices applicability
in procurement

90%

SAP Best Practices
applicability in manufacturing

80% to 90%

“Using SAP Best Practices was a great way to quickly get to the 80% level. We highly
recommend it for organizations of all sizes.”

www.sap.com /contactsap

Gregory Boucher, Director, Enterprise Applications, Chemtura Corporation

Creating Common Processes for All
of Chemtura

“We checked with several SAP Best Practices customers, who provided very positive references,” says Gary Klinkhamer,
At US$3.5 billion (2008), Chemtura Cor- Chemtura’s director of business applicaporation is a leading global supplier of
tions. “They told us it saved them a great
chemicals and consumer products includ- deal of time and delivered a very stable
ing plastic additives; pool, spa, and home environment.”
care products; seed treatments; and urethane polymers.
Finishing the Chemicals Implementa-

tion in Three Months
Today’s Chemtura is the result of many
mergers and acquisitions. As new companies joined the fold, the parent organization converted them to SAP® software,
its long-time standard. The most recent
merger left the firm with two different
SAP software implementations and sets
of business processes. To achieve
company-wide consistency and the
efficiency that comes with it, Chemtura
resolved to upgrade both implementations to the SAP ERP application and
create a single instance and common
processes for all.

Chemtura’s senior executives, who provided close support throughout the project,
insisted that business users employ SAP
Best Practices for every process unless
they could prove it would not work for
them. As a result, the firm very quickly
implemented 80% of its processes and
was able to devote its energies where they
were most valuable, to the remaining 20%.

Chemtura and its systems integration partner Yash Technologies began with the
chemicals business unit. First they implemented fundamental processes from the
SAP Best Practices Baseline package and
Thinking Out of the Box to Ease
Implementation
then chemicals-specific processes from the
SAP Best Practices for Chemicals package. With far fewer decisions to make,
The company had undertaken a similar
project years earlier that consumed many Chemtura finished these implementations
resources and took years to achieve pro- in just three months, on schedule and withcess stability. Not wanting to repeat that in budget. The remainder of the project was
dedicated to providing solutions for the othexperience, Chemtura began searching
for creative ways to simplify and shorten er 20% of the processes.
the implementation. SAP Best Practices
Once the chemicals unit was up and runpackages, with their support for proven,
ning, the team addressed the consumer
preconfigured business processes,
products business unit, using the chemioffered that potential.
cals implementation as a basis and aug-
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menting it as necessary with processes
from the SAP Best Practices for Consumer Products package. Now 90% of
the firm’s users in 17 countries are on a
single SAP ERP instance using common
business processes.
“SAP Best Practices saved us endless
hours of meetings trying to figure out the
best company-wide way to perform processes,” says Greg Boucher, director of
enterprise applications for Chemtura.
“Not only did it save a lot of time, but it
avoided contention among the business
units about whose existing process to
employ. We just said that’s the way SAP
does it, so that’s the way we’ll do it. No
arguments, no wasted time.”

Saving Four to Five Months While
Avoiding Risk of Instability
“SAP ERP has been rock solid from day
one,” concludes Klinkhamer. “Without
SAP Best Practices we could easily have
taken another four to five months, perhaps with instability for quite a while longer. We are very pleased with our decision to use SAP Best Practices.”

Implementation Partner
Yash Technologies is a leading enterprise
business and technology solutions provider
with global reach. Yash leveraged its longstanding partnerships with Chemtura and
SAP, as well as its experience with SAP
Best Practices, to expedite the project.
TM

